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xc900v2 men's spikes saucony kilkenny xc 4 women's spikes Page 4 Grit. Tenacity. Provision. These are the qualities that cross-country skiers define as some of the most resilient athletes in sport. A tip should reflect the runner who swings them, which is why cross-country ski peaks are made to be fast, robust and adaptable to the terrain of each course. A
fresh pair of spikes will equip you with the traction you need to dig deep and the pillow to keep you going. The right pair will drive you across the competition this season. But shoes for cross-country skiing are not the same as your daily running shoes or your track spikes. If you're unfamiliar with Spikes, looking for guidance, or just looking for your knowledge,
visit our Cross Country Spikes 101 blog. The second iteration of the New Balance XC Seven is a robust, traction-first tip that will pass even the most demanding course. It embodies a traditional fit and the proven, robust build adopted by the Cross Country Community. New New Innovative REVlite midsole provides superior support at a competitive weight to
ensure that runners are not burdened when they opt for a more stable tip. Runners using the New Balance XC Seven will stick in one of the most comfortable peaks on the market. Cross-country skiing courses can be exhausting, and the XC Seven is built with this fact in mind. Rain or shine, padded by snow or sand, the New Balance XC Seven keeps your
feet padded from start to finish. Whether you're looking for a more comfortable fit or an extremely durable racing shoe, the New Balance XC Seven v2 is the perfect addition for aspiring athletes and experienced runners. SHOP NOW Saucony's industry-leading Havok XC series returns for its second iteration with a distinct silhouette built on the memorable
design of the original. The Havok XC2 retains its water-casting exterior, but changes to a sleek fit defined by the seamless one-piece upper. According to its sleek fit, the Havok XC2 is equipped with Saucony's latest Super Lite EVA midsole for a comfortable and responsive feel. The Havok XC2 offers two different advantages: consistency and speed. The
combination of a uniform fit and the highest traction means that no course is safe from the chaos that this peak causes, no matter how deep the mud or sharp curves are. Saucony continues to be a pioneer in the cross-country skiing landscape and there is no better evidence of this than the Havok series. If you're looking for a progressive but proven top for
the 2019 season, you can't go wrong with the Havok XC2. SHOP NOW Nike is returning its category-defining cross-country ski peak with its most versatile offering to date. The webd, translucent upper of the Zoom Victory 5 is breathable and lightweight, while its hyperfuse technology repels water and mud. The shoe features Nike's carbon fiber midfoot
construction, which provides feather-light, resistant counterforce for uneven surfaces. Nike is also bringing back the now-celebrated pyramid-tip layout, which speeds runners through muddy terrain. The intention of this tip is to give the runners a comprehensive racing shoe with minimal weight. The Zoom Victory is an industry leader because it is an ultra-
nimble lace built to withstand the unpredictability of any course. This is because the aggressive spike plate is designed to tear through surfaces that can slow down other tips. The Zoom Victory 5 is a high-tech tip aimed at racers who are ready to to put their team on the line. The Zoom Victory 5 features Nike's latest technology while wearing the classic
silhouette that brought the top of the cross-country arena to the fore. This first-class top has the ability to inspire every racer and will certainly be carried by the best of the competition this cross-country season. SHOP NOW spikes are not the only way that the Cross-country skiing season. Alternative shoes such as flats or waffles may be better suited for
races that take place on harder surfaces. Flats' lightweight, flat outsole makes it an excellent choice for races running on the sidewalk, while a traction-heavy, pointless shoe like the Havok XC2 Flat can provide grip and adhesion on other surfaces , such as .B thick rocks or gravel – that aren't ideal for spikes. Both types of shoes are an excellent weapon to
hold in your arsenal and use in training and during training. Whether you're looking for a little more speed at some intervals or want to drop a little weight on a pace run, lace up a pair of flats or waffles to free your feet. Compression, injury prevention and sufficient fuel are an integral part of the repertoire of a serious runner. Shop for category below to prepare
for the upcoming season. Get offers, events and more. Participate on social media. Fleet Feet has more than 180 locations nationwide! Find a store help us block bots and keep only real runners like you on our website. All you need to do is check the box below. Thank you! You don't see the check box below? Simply turn off your ad blocker and reload the
page. Block Reference ID: block_Reference_Id The Nike Zoom Rival is an entry-level racing shoe for cross-country races. Designed for top performance on race day, the Nike Zoom Victory is an elite cross-country ski boot that dominates grass, dirt and muddy conditions. The Nike Zoom Streak LT is a racing level ideal for distance racing, race tracks and
XC. One of our best all-time sellers, the Zoom Streak LT is a fantastic value. adidas XCS Men's SpikesSignal Pink/Black/White 79.95 x 360° View Quick Order HOKA ONE ONE Evo XC Men's SpikesCyan/Citrus 109.95 x 360° View Quick Order Order Order
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